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Abstract

Augmented Reality (AR) brings immersive experiences to users. With recent advances in computer vision and mobile computing, AR has scaled across platforms, and has increased adoption in major products. One of the key challenges in enabling AR features is proper anchoring of the virtual content to the real world, a process referred to as tracking. In this paper, we present a system for motion tracking, which is capable of robustly tracking planar targets and performing relative-scale 6DoF tracking without calibration. Our system runs in real-time on mobile phones and has been deployed in multiple major products on hundreds of millions of devices.

1. Introduction

Mobile phones carry an enormous amount of computational power in a small package, making them an excellent platform for real-time computer vision and augmented reality applications. Recent releases of ARCore [1] and ARKit [2] scaled Augmented Reality (AR) to hundreds of millions of mobile devices across major mobile computing platforms. Their success is built on advances in computer vision, e.g. SLAM [20, 13, 18] and increases in on-device computational power.

A critical component of AR is the ability to anchor virtual content to the real world by tracking the environment. Tracking provides the 3D transform that enables the accurate placement and rendering of virtual content in the real world. Augmentation using virtual content can be simply overlaying a 2D texture, or rendering complex 3D characters into real scenes.

In this paper, we propose a novel instant motion tracking system, based on robust feature tracking, as well as global and local motion estimation. With a shared motion analysis module, our system is capable of performing both planar target tracking and anchor region-based 6DoF tracking (using a mobile device’s orientation sensor). Unlike SLAM, our system does not require calibration or initialization to introduce parallax. It is also amenable to tracking moving regions. By removing the need for calibration, it enables AR applications to be deployed at a large scale. By removing the need for initialization, we can place AR content instantaneously (even on moving surfaces), without requiring users to translate their phones first.

Our main contributions are:

• A system that is robust in the face of degenerate cases like planar scenes, no user motion, and pure rotation.
• Calibration-free placement of AR components without a complex initialization procedure.
• Real-time performance on mobile phones, serving millions of users AR content across a wide range of mobile devices.

2. Related work

Standard SLAM pipelines [20] require users to perform parallax-inducing motions, the so-called SLAM wiggle [3], to initialize the world map [14]. These systems can fail in the presence of degenerate cases, such as slow-moving cameras, pure rotations, planar scenes, and tracking distant objects. Homographies, on the other hand, can accurately and robustly describe the motion in such cases [16, 10].

Accurate initialization improves the resilience of SLAM algorithms and makes optimization converge faster. Researchers have relied on Structure-from-Motion (SfM) techniques, e.g. rotation averaging [3, 7], or closed-form solutions [9] to initialize the camera trajectories and the world map. However, these techniques still require parallax-inducing motion and accurate calibration, rendering them problematic for instant AR placement.

Planar trackers are widely used in SfM applications and panoramic image registration [21]. [16] studied planar tracking for augmented reality applications. Direct region tracking algorithms typically use a homography to warp an image patch from the template to the source and minimize the difference [5]. [6] proposed a region-based planar tracker using a second-order optimization method for minimizing SSD errors. [17] is another region tracker using second-order optimization to minimize the sum of conditional variances. Lucas-Kanade and compositional trackers [5] require re-evaluating the Hessian of the loss function.
3. Instant motion tracking

Our instant motion tracking system consists of a motion analysis module, a region tracking module, and either a planar target tracking module for planar surfaces as shown in fig. 1a, or a pose estimation module for calibration-free 6DoF tracking as shown in fig. 1b. In this section, we will briefly describe each of these modules.

3.1. Motion analysis

The motion analysis module extracts and tracks features over time, classifies them into foreground and background, and estimates a temporally coherent camera motion model. We create temporally consistent tracks by assigning each feature path a unique ID. We describe the camera motion by the highest degree of freedom model that can be robustly computed, depending on number and distribution of features, ranging from a 2DoF translation model, to a 4DoF similarity model, and finally to an 8DoF homography model. The feature extraction and tracking can be done using standard methods, including finding good features to track [19]. The feature locations with their IDs and motion vectors (with camera motion subtracted) for an entire frame, along with the full-frame camera motion model, are packed into the motion data and sent to the region tracking module.

3.2. Region tracking

Using solely the motion data produced by the motion analysis module, the region tracking algorithm tracks individual objects or regions while discriminating them from others. To track an input region, we first crop the motion data to a corresponding dilated sub-region. Then, using iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) we fit a parametric model to the region’s weighted motion vectors to determine the region’s movement across consecutive frames.

Our importance weights $w_i$ for each vector $v_i$ are of the form $w_i = \frac{1}{\epsilon_i^2}$ with $p_i$ being the prior of a vector $v_i$’s importance and $\epsilon_i$ the iteratively refined fitting error. Each region has a tracking state that defines the prior $p_i$, and includes the mean velocity, the set of inlier and outlier feature IDs, and the region centroid. Note that by relying on feature IDs we implicitly capture the region’s appearance since each feature’s patch intensity stays roughly constant over time. Additionally, by decomposing a region’s motion into that of the camera motion and the individual object motion, we can even track featureless regions.

An advantage of our architecture is that the motion analysis yields a compact motion metadata over the full image, enabling great flexibility and constant computation independent of the number of regions tracked. For example, we can easily track multiple regions simultaneously, and cache metadata across a batch of frames to quickly track regions both backwards and forwards in time; or even sync directly to a specified timestamp for random access tracking.

3.3. Planar target tracking

Many object-centric AR use cases require tracking of planar targets to augment them with virtual objects. Examples of planar targets include QR codes, AR markers, and image/texture targets. Unlike region tracking (discussed in section 3.2), planar target tracking is capable of providing absolute orientation and absolute position—with known physical size. In this section, we propose a variant of the region tracking algorithm tailored to tracking any planar target with known shape (commonly, a rectangle) with high accuracy and resilience. For the sake of brevity, we limit

![Figure 1: A diagram of our instant motion tracking system.](image1)

![Figure 2: A comparison between (a) homography tracking and (b) perspective tracking of 500 consecutive frames.](image2)
Figure 3: Planar target tracking results from two different perspectives, with 3D local coordinates overlaid.

our discussion to a rectangular-shaped planar target.

The goal of planar target tracking is to estimate the image coordinates of the four corners of the target (a quadrilateral) across frames. In this scenario, a homography transformation is commonly used to describe the inter-frame movement of the quadrilateral [16]. Specifically, a homography matrix is first estimated from feature correspondences between frames, and applied to update the position of the quadrilateral. While a homography has 8 degrees of freedom, in reality, the rigid body transformation that the target undergoes in 3D space is limited to 6 degrees of freedom. Consequently, the under-constrained nature of the homography transform produces quadrilateral shapes which are not physically possible. These estimation errors, accumulated over time, cause skew artifacts (even disregarding camera lens distortion) as shown in fig. 2a.

Instead, we advocate using a perspective transform to estimate the updated corner locations of the quadrilateral. Given the 3D coordinates of features in the previous frame and the corresponding 2D coordinates in the current frame, we solve for the rigid body transformation (3D rotation and translation) from the target local coordinates to the camera coordinates using Levenberg-Marquardt optimization. In fig. 2b, we demonstrate that our approach reduces skew artifacts and maintains the tracking quality and accuracy for as long as possible.

3.4. Pose estimation: calibration-free 6DoF

The method for planar target tracking described above is restricted to scenarios with known object geometry. However, our goal is to enable 6DoF pose estimation for all kinds of targets, to enable users to place 3D virtual objects in the viewfinder, making them appear to be part of the real-world scene. Our key insight to enable this is to decouple the camera’s translation and rotation estimation, treating them instead as independent optimization problems.

We employ our image-based region tracker to estimate translation and relative scale differences. The result models the 3D translation of a tracked region w.r.t. the camera (using a simple pinhole camera model).

Separately, the device’s 3D rotation (roll, pitch, and yaw) is retrieved from the built-in gyroscope. The local orientation is calculated relative to a canonical global orientation, which we compute on initialization. Using the fused gravity vector from the accelerometer sensor, the “up” direction is observable, which yields a sensible initial orientation if we further assume initial object placement on a relatively horizontal surface. This final assumption is purely based on how we imagine users will place virtual objects, and works well in practice.

To make the effect more robust, we also allow for limited region tracking outside the camera’s field of view—enabling a virtual object to reappear in approximately the same spot when panning away and back again. Combining visual information for 3D translation and IMU data for 3D rotation lets us track and render virtual content correctly in the viewfinder with 6DoF, with the initial object scale being set by the user. With this parallelization, the system is fast and efficient, can track moving or static regions, and furthermore requires no calibration—it works on any device with a gyroscope.

4. Results and applications to AR

In fig. 3 we demonstrate planar target tracking results for a real-world image from two different perspectives. Note that the tracking is capable of producing an accurate 2D quadrilateral as well as the 3D local coordinate frame of the image. When the physical size of the image is provided, the rotation and translation will be accurate to real-world scale. In fig. 4 we show an AR sticker effect powered by our calibration-free 6DoF tracking. This technology is driving major AR self-expression applications on mobile phones, achieving on average 27.5 FPS across 415+ distinct devices.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a system of instant motion tracking, enabling planar target tracking and relative-scale 6DoF tracking. Our system is calibration-free and robust to degenerate cases. It has been deployed on hundreds of millions of mobile devices, driving major AR applications.
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